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The Future of Work 

The most profound changes will not be in technology, but in power.  

 

In the Industrial age, the economy was driven by manufacturing and the production of tangible 

things like cars. In a knowledge economy however, the most successful companies no longer 

make widgets, their supply is no longer made up of physical parts, stored in a warehouse, and 

owned by the company. Today, supply is largely made up of employee brainpower. For 

example, Google hires the best and brightest to code, solve business problems, sell ads, etc. 

With the shift from production to knowledge comes a more profound shift of power; companies 

no longer own the majority of their supply, employees do. To succeed in the next technological 

revolution, companies must rethink how they structure, engage, reward, and retain their most 

valuable asset: people.  

 

With incisive wit and relatable stories, Marissa Orr offers a simple framework to help companies 

prepare, adapt, and succeed in tomorrow’s economy.  

 

 

Innovation, Creativity & Culture 

Innovation happens by applying the scientific method to business stuff. Hypothesis, Experiment, 

Retry. But if it’s really that simple, why is it so hard?  

 

Former Google & Facebook executive and bestselling author, Marissa Orr, offers a behind-the-

scenes look at what’s really driving the innovative successes and failures across today’s top 

tech giants. Combining in-depth research with 15 years of experience at Google and Facebook, 

Orr offers a totally fresh, groundbreaking perspective on why most organizations fail to innovate. 

By focusing on the process of innovation, the most critical element is overlooked: mindset. The 

former is easy, the latter is extraordinarily difficult. 

 

Weaving the latest, cutting edge research with humorous and engaging stories from her time in 

Silicon Valley, Orr overturns the conventional wisdom on innovation, explains why common but 

empty platitudes like ‘fail harder’ actually fail to help companies be more innovative, and 

explores what most people get wrong about the best way to inspire collaboration, creativity, and 

higher performance. 

 

 

The Truth About Women, Power, and the Workplace 

Former Google and Facebook executive and bestselling author, Marissa Orr, offers a 

compelling answer to the question few dare to ask: What have we’ve gotten wrong about 

women at work? 



 

Based on in-depth research and personal experiences, Marissa shares her journey as a single 

mom of three trying to find success in her 15-year career at the world’s top tech giants. She 

gives an insider’s look at the systemic dysfunction inside today’s most progressive 

organizations, providing a revolutionary new perspective on why there are so few female 

leaders in corporate America. She doesn’t simply present a counterargument to modern feminist 

rhetoric but offers a revolutionary path forward to change the trajectory of the lives of women 

and men in the corporate world and beyond. 

 


